Where is Einstein Hash
13 December 2015  Hash #1702
Hare: E=MC Hammered
Hashers ..................................... 29
New Boots .................................. 0
Visitors ....................................... 1
Quadrupeds ................................ 4
Shiggy Rating ............................. 8
Beer Stops .................................. 2
Shot Stops................................... 1

M a t h

L o b o t o m y

E = Energy. The inherent capacity or enthusiasm to consume beer.
M = Mass. The inertial measure of the amount of beer consumed.
C = Speed of Light. The measure of time needed for Light beer to pass through you.
Hammered = The property or state-of-being possessed of too much Energy resulting in too much Mass.
I arrived early and got a grand tour of the Hammered Villa (way too nice to be entertaining hashers, even if
there are half unpacked moving boxes everywhere). After entertaining and flitting about with the burgeoning
gathering of Hashers, Hammered tentatively approaches me (about a good 10 minutes past what should be
normal Chalk Talk time), and asks, "so...who is gonna do Chalk Talk"?
I thought that this was just some
seductive way to get me ensnared in a light-hearted conversation, so I batted my eyes and said, "I think that the
...HARE is probably gonna do the Chalk Talk". But she was a wily one, she stared down at her feet as she
shuffled her one foot back and forth, "Well, I kinda gotta go lay trail, so I kinda can't exactly do the actual
Chalk Talk".
I decided that the seduction had taken it's leave, so I promptly stopped batting my eyes.
After giving Hammered a handful of minutes of a head start, I gave a perfunctory Chalk Talk. Well, to be quite
honest, there was a little issue with the one mark that Hammered used, which was SBC. As it turns out this is a
Singapore Back Check. As if a regular back check isn't egregious enough, a SBC does not specify which of the
marks is actually going to be the new check. (Towards the end of the hash, Noah confidently identified that the
20th mark back from the SBC was the actual new check. Fortunately for me, I spied the diverging trail long
before I got anywhere near the SBC.)
Oh, while we are talking about marks, Hammered used 3 parallel marks to signify a False. Apparently this
usage is common in many Kennels but this caused some minor confusion since Pittsburgh has long used 3
parallel marks to signify a Hazard/Dangerous Obstacle.
The après was excellent. In fact it was endowed with much Energy and before long it had accumulated a
pleasant Mass. A wide variety, and healthy quantity of beers (a personal shout out to the Penn Weizen).
Enough homemade food so that it was not necessary for anyone to lick the bottoms of the serving dishes for
lack of satiety (another shout out to the Rice Pudding).
Posthumously, DM
That Einstein was a hasher is quite obvious from this quote, "Two things are infinite, the Universe and human
stupidity, and I'm not sure about the Universe".
Hashers: Noah, Spermit, Midget, Smitten, Danal Boo boo, Penis Theater, C-Scraper, Bit-o-Honey, Rex, Sweetums,
Squirter, Heart On, Fantastic Foreskin, No Code, Buns, Lost-in-the-Bush, Soggy Box, Pinch, Doh Balls, Lips’o’Steel,
Golden Showers, D&C-Bruised, Shitty Titty, TranSoxual, SexPak, Vue Gina, DM, My Cherry Poppins (Rubber City),
Just Brit

